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Visit our website at

www.youngstownpflag.org

Calendar
Continuing on Zoom until we can
meet together in person:
Contact Us at
youngstownareapflag@gmail.com
before 6 p.m. the Monday before
the meeting to receive the Zoom
link.
If and when we resume in person we
will let you know!
August 10: Continued discussion
of transgender policies in high
school athletics (see article)
September 14: Speaker to be
announced
October 3-9: 11th Annual Ohio
Nonviolence Week (see article)
October 12: Speaker to be announced
October 22-24: PFLAG National
Convention: We Are the Change.
(A Zoom Convention) Go to
PFLAG National Convention and
register. Members are $25 and
Non-Members $50 (see article).

Our Organizational Members

Amazon Shopping Supports PFLAG
Help Youngstown PFLAG while shopping on
Amazon.com by clicking the “Shop” button at <www.
youngstownpflag.org> for an active link to the Amazon
site or by using this link: http://smile.
amazon.com/ch/34-1783833. Amazon
will make a donation to our chapter for
every purchase you make, with no extra
cost to you or to us.
President
Toni Schildcrout

Vice-President
Marguerite Felice
Secretary
Jan Baharis
Our Meeting Place
St. John’s Episcopal
Church

Disclaimer
The views expressed
in these pages are not
necessarily those of the
executive board, editor,
or chapter.

Treasurer
Steve Schildcrout
Board Members
Lisa White

Newsletter Editor
Tom Copeland

Contributing Editor
Nikki Underhill
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What Is PFLAG?
Our Vision

We, the parents, families, and friends of
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender persons,
celebrate diversity and envision a society that
embraces everyone, including those of diverse
sexual orientations and gender identities. Only with
respect, dignity, and equality for all will we reach
our full potential as human beings, individually and
collectively. PFLAG welcomes the participation and
support of all who share in, and hope to realize this
vision.

Our Mission

PFLAG promotes the health and well-being of
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender persons, their
families and friends through support, to cope with
an adverse society; education, to enlighten an ill-informed public; and advocacy, to end discrimination
and to secure equal civil rights. Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays provides opportunity for
dialogue about sexual orientation and gender identity,
and acts to create a society that is healthy and respectful of human diversity.

Our Strategic Goals

1. Build the capacity of our organization at every
level so that we may have all the resources, in
the form of information, people, and funding,
necessary to move forward in our work with
the greatest possible effect.
2. Create a world in which our young people
may grow up and be educated with freedom
from fear of violence, bullying, and other
forms of discrimination, regardless of their
real or perceived gender identity or sexual
orientation or that of their families.
3. Make our vision and our message accessible
to the broadest range of ethnic and cultural
communities, ending the isolation of families
with lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
family members within those communities.
4. Work toward full inclusion of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender persons within their
chosen communities of faith.
5. Create a society in which all LGBT persons
may openly and safely pursue the career path
of their choice, and may be valued and en-

couraged to grow to their full potential in the
workplace.
6. Create a society in which all lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender persons may enjoy,
in every aspect of their lives, full civil and
legal equality and may participate fully in all
the rights, privileges, and obligations of full
citizenship in this country.

We welcome the participation and support of
all who share in our Vision and Mission and
who hope to realize our goals.

Join or Renew Your
Membership

—Steve Schildcrout

These may still be COVID times, but your
PFLAG is still at work holding virtual chapter
meetings, participating in coalition with other local
groups on our shared educational and advocacy
issues, and staying prepared for the future. We still
need your support and participation. Our new fiscal
year begins October 1, and we are ready to start
accepting dues now for 2021-22. Take advantage
of paying electronically and securely by credit or
debit card (or PayPal) from our Website <https://
www.youngstownpflag.org>. At the foot of the
home page, click on “Join/Donate,” and proceed,
or consult membership rates on the “Membership”
tab and donate there. If we don’t have your
current contact information, please send an email
to <YoungstownAreaPFLAG@gmail.com> with
the information requested below. You may email
us also if you have questions about dues or your
membership status. As a benefit of membership,
you will receive our quarterly newsletter by email.
Please consider an additional tax-deductible
donation, which will fund our local programs,
brochures, and supplies. If it would be too difficult
to pay at the regular $25 household level now,
please choose the $15 level for membership. Your
confidentiality will be respected as always. Our
local chapter is all-volunteer with no paid staff, and
we depend on your continuing help in furthering
LGBTQ equality. If you pay by check and if we
don’t have your current contact info, please include
the information requested below, although printing
the form is not necessary.
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Membership levels:
( ) $25 Household (includes membership in National PFLAG)
( ) $15 Student/Low Income (includes membership in National PFLAG)
( ) $45 Nonprofit organization
( ) $75 Corporate sponsorship
( ) $_________ Additional donation
Total payment $___________ (Make your check payable to Youngstown Area PFLAG and mail it
to YoPFLAG, 2201 Goleta Ave, Youngstown, OH 44504)
Name___________________________________________________
Postal Address________________________________________________________________
Email _______________________ Phone (optional)____________________

Thanks to Our Speakers
Who Joined Us
at the Zoom Support Meetings
These Past Months:
In May: Jessica Valsi from YSU’s LGBTQ+
Alumni organization. Jessica is part of the
committee to introduce this new organization to
the community.
In July: Representatives from Equitas
Health: Shelley Harrison-Turner, Health
Navigator and Zachery McCune, Social Justice
and Health Equity in Public Policy. (see article)

In Memoriam
Youngstown PFLAG sends condolences
to the families of Chuck F. and Michael J., past
supporters of PFLAG, who passed away since
May.

Submissions
The Youngstown Area PFLAG Rag needs your
input. Deadlines are February 1, May 1, August 1,
November 1. Send submissions (including pictures) to
tcopeland@neo.rr.com or to
Youngstown Area PFLAG
313 N. Belle Vista Ave.
Youngstown, OH 44509

Transgender Policies in
High School Athletics
The Ohio High School Athletic Association
has a policy “relating to transgender student
athlete participation.” Check it out at <www.
ohsaa.org>. On June 24, 2021 the Ohio House
passed a transgender athlete bill (H.B. 61) and
Gov. DeWine followed by “signaling he would
not sign any bills on the subject that heal make
it to his desk.” You can access the bill at Ohio
Legislative Service Commission <www.lsc.
ohio.gov> You can also check out “Four Myths
About Trans athletes, Debunked” from ACLU
(April 30, 2020) at <www.aclu.org> and the “Fact
Sheet: The Importance of Sports Participation
for Transgender Youth” by Shoshana Goldberg
(Feb. 8, 2021) at the Center for American Progress
<www.americanprogress.org> If we are able to
find a speaker, we’ll let you know.

PFLAG National
Convention

Friday, October 22, 2021, 1 p.m. until
Sunday, October 24, 2021, 7 p.m.
“For 3 days, participants will network,
share best practices, and learn strategies to
fulfill the organizational mission of LGBTQ+
support, education, and advocacy within their
communities. The convention will feature

up to 50 workshops, roundtable discussions,
and plenaries where leaders in the LGBTQ+
community provide insight, expertise, and
training for advocates, organizers, and
professionals in all fields. The cost, as stated
above in the calendar, is $25 for members and
$50 for non-members. Register at <www.pflag.
org/2021nationalconvention> If you are interested
in attending and representing our PFLAG chapter,
please let us know.

Equitas Health Provider
Guide
Zach McCune, as part of the health equity
and social justice arm of Equitas Health, has
provided a Medical Provider Guide for Ohio.
Check it out at the Equitas Health website.
Shelley Harrison-Turner would welcome your
input if you have found an affirming doctor in any
specialization that you could recommend to her as
she is contacting physicians in our community to
expand this list and to educate medical providers
on LGBTQ+ needs.

Action Needed by You for
You!
U. S. Senator Portman (R-OH) needs to
hear from you to encourage him to pass the
Equality Act. Your local OH State representative
and senator needs to hear from you to support
the Ohio Fairness Act. Please write today and
let them hear your voice and your story on why
these Acts are important to your life and the lives
of the people you care about. CONTACT SEN.
PORTMAN at <www.portman.senate.gov> to
email or phone his office. Thank Senator Brown
for his support at <www.brown.senate.gov> To
find your Ohio Senator and/or Representative go
to <www.ohiohouse.gov> and <www.ohiosenate.
gov>.
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Youngstown PFLAG
Supports Ohio
Nonviolence Week
by purchasing an ad in the
program book
The Eleventh Annual Nonviolence Week,
sponsored by Mahoning Valley Sojourn to the
Past, Youngstown Area Jewish Federation, City of
Youngstown, Youngstown City Schools, YWCA
and CIRV will begin the week by holding a parade
on Sunday, October 3, 2021, at 3 pm, followed by
a rally at the Wean Park Amphitheater. There will
also be programming at various venues throughout
the week.

Documentary coming to
Netflix: “Pray Away”
Five evangelicals in the 1970s break away
and form Exodus International, a group that
claims that gay people can become straight
through prayer and conversion therapy. Exleaders and a survivor of the so-called conversion
therapy movement speak out about its harm to
the LGBTQ+ community and its devastating
persistence.
This film earned a nomination for the Best
Documentary Feature at the Tribeca Film Festival.

Free PrEP

—PFLAG Policy Matters, 7/23/21

On July 19th, the Federal Government,
guided by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, Department of Labor, and the
Department of the Treasury, issued guidance that
PrEP must be covered by almost all insurance
plans with no additional costs or fees. Clinic
visits and lab tests are also included in the new
coverage, expanding resources to almost all
insurance plans.

Accomplishments of the
Biden Administration
Lambda Legal reminds us that “One year ago
today [6/15/21], in Bostock v. Clayton Co., the
U.S. Supreme Court confirmed protections against
workplace discrimination for LGBTQ+ people
across the country. In this historic decision, the
court ruled that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the federal law that prohibits discrimination
on the basis sex, also protects employees from
discrimination based on their sexual orientation or
gender identity. . . .
“The Supreme Court’s decision on Title
VII was the basis for pro-equality momentum
by the Biden administration. Only hours after
the inauguration, the administration initiated a
flurry of executive orders that included enforcing
workplace equality for LGBTQ+ people by
directing all federal agencies to apply the Bostock
v. Clayton Co. [decision] to protect LGBTQ+
people from discrimination wherever federal
law prohibits sex discrimination, including in
education, housing, credit, and healthcare” (email
6/15/21).
Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar writes, “Biden
quickly followed [his non-discrimination order]
up with another order reversing a Trump-era
Pentagon policy that largely barred transgender
individuals from serving in the military.”

— President Joe Biden signs an executive order in the Oval
Office of the White House on Jan. 25 reversing the Trump-era
ban on transgender people’s serving in military.
—Evan Vucci / AP
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And the new administration has continued
reversing the damage done to the LGBT+
community during the Trump years and the further
damage looming on the horizon: the “over 200
anti-LGBTQ bills under consideration across at
least 30 states, with more than half of these bills
targeting transgender people, according to the
Human Rights Campaign” (Brooke Sopelsa and
Jo Yurcaba, NBC News, 5/10/21).
March 31
In his first joint address to Congress, say
Sopelsa and Yurcaba, President Biden promised
transgender Americans, “I want you to know
your president has your back.” . . . “Biden also
reiterated his support for the Equality Act, federal
legislation that would modify existing civil rights
laws to add protections against discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity.
The Equality Act passed the House in 2019 but
has yet not received a vote in the Senate. With
Democrats now in control of the Senate, the bill’s
supporters are more optimistic than ever about
its chances of becoming law.” Yet Sopelsa and
Yurcaba quote a remark by Gillian Branstetter
media manager at the National Women’s Law
Center: “. . . amid a coordinated onslaught of
anti-transgender legislation, those words would
ring a little truer once backed by actions from
his Cabinet and, specifically, the incredible
team of civil rights leaders he’s appointed at the
Department of Justice.”
April
Later, New York Times writer Chris Cameron
reported, “The Biden administration on [April
15] withdrew a rule proposed by the Trump
administration that would have allowed single-sex
homeless shelters to exclude transgender people
from facilities that correspond with their gender
identity” (4/22/21).
A purely symbolic but very significant
alteration in policy, reported by Paul Sacca of
Blaze Media, is the authorization granted to
embassies and consulates the world over for the
LGBT+ rainbow flag “to fly on the same official
flagpoles that fly the American flag” (4/24/21).
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do anticipate engaging in further rule-making,’
said Robinsue Frohboese, the acting director
of the Office for Civil Rights. She said the
administration did not have a timeline for when
a formal regulatory change would be announced.
A formal rule will require reconsideration of a
number of legal questions, such as whether the
provisions apply to health insurers as well as
health care providers. The Obama administration
and the Trump administration also disagreed about
Flags at US Embassy in the Bahamas in June 2021
whether the law’s sex discrimination language
Yet, in view of the potentially “inflammatory” encompassed the treatment of patients who had
effect of this policy, the administration added,
had abortions.”
according to NBC News, that “the authorization is
Nevertheless, Marisa Higgins of the Daily
not a requirement and chiefs of mission who run
Kos interprets that president’s action to mean that
each embassy or consulate can choose whether
“Already existing federal laws that protect people
to fly the Pride flag or showcase other symbols
from health care discrimination on the basis of
connoting support for LGBTQ rights based on
sex do also apply to LGBTQ people, including
what is ‘appropriate in light of local conditions’”
transgender folks. Basically, Biden is bringing us
(cited by Sacca).
all the way back to the Obama years, and in terms
May
of LGBTQ health care protections, that’s a very
According to Michael D. Shear and Margot
good thing. Hospitals and other medical entities
Sanger-Katz, “The Biden administration
that violate the law can also face government
announced . . . that [federally funded] health care
sanctions” (5/10/21).
providers cannot discriminate against gay and
Equality Ohio is tracking healthcare
transgender individuals, the latest step in President discrimination. In the 7/23/21 Equality Bulletin,
Biden’s efforts to restore civil rights protections
the organization writes, “If you are an LGBTQ+
for L.G.B.T.Q. people that were eliminated by his Ohioan who’s faced discrimination in the
predecessor.
healthcare system, we want to hear from you.
“Under the new policy, the Department
Equality Ohio and our partners are currently
of Health and Human Services will once again
tracking legal discrimination as a result of the
prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual
Conscience Clause Budget Amendment recently
orientation and gender identity by health care
signed into law. If you or someone you know has
organizations that receive federal funding”
been impacted by this amendment, please fill out
(“Biden Administration Restores Rights for
an intake form [at https://equalityohio.org] and a
Transgender Patients,” 5/10/21). They caution,
representative from our legal clinic will contact
however, that “. . . Monday’s action does not fully you to discuss further.”
reverse the Trump administration’s interpretation
of the law. It encourages people who believe
Gabe Ortiz of the Daily Kos (5/19/21)
they have been discriminated against to bring
writes, “In a historic move, the Biden State
complaints to the federal government. Biden
Department announced on [May 18] that it will
administration officials said they were working
end policy that discriminated against same-sex
to write more complete new regulations on
American couples and their children. Previously,
the civil rights provision of the law, known as
the federal government claimed that a child had to
Section 1557, that will specify which health care
be biologically related to both married parents in
institutions are subject to the rules and what sorts
order to be granted U.S. citizenship even though
of services they will be required to provide. ‘We

law does not require as such, Immigration
Equality said. That rule cruelly blocked U.S.
citizenship from children born via surrogacy
abroad to married American parents. . . .
“‘The State Department’s policy . . . failed
to recognize the validity of the marriages
between same-sex couples . . .’ Immigration
Equality said. ‘It deemed their children to
be born out of wedlock, and it therefore
considered the biological parent as unmarried.
This interpretation was at odds with the clear
intent of Congress in passing the Immigration
and Nationality Act, and it deprives same-sex
married couples of the fundamental rights and
attributes of marriage. . . .
“‘This is a remarkable moment for all
the LGBTQ families who fought the U.S.
State Department’s unconstitutional policy,’
said Immigration Equality executive director
Aaron Morris. ‘It demonstrates that when our
community is united, and relentlessly pushes
back against discrimination, we win. We have
once again affirmed that it is not biology but
love that makes a family.’”

A Proud Gay Son on His
Dad’s Request to Fly the
Pride Flag Together

—Maurie Sherman, Advocate, 6/921

I know there are many whose parents
may not be supportive about their child being
2SLBGTQ+, but I hope my story gives readers
a sense of hope or a moment of joy. My name
is Maurie Sherman. I go by “Damnit Maurie”
on The Roz & Mocha Show on Toronto’s KiSS
92.5. As I’m one of a very few out and proud
personalities on Canadian morning radio, the
role comes with naturally sharing a lot from
my personal life with millions of Canadians.
I often talk about my husband, Matthew, our
relationship, and of course, my supportive
family.
While I have a platform to discuss my
identity publicly, my dad, Frank, wasn’t so
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supportive when I first came out of the closet.
I think the reasons for that fell under lack of
knowledge at the time. But he’s grown over the
years to be the most loving and supportive dad, and
even better, he’s obsessed with my husband. He’s
become the best father-in-law around. It has given
me great joy to watch Matthew and my family
bond over the years.
Considering our history, when my dad called
me up last week and asked me if I could come over
and hoist the Pride flag in his backyard with him,
I was immediately brought to tears. For him to
not just accept that he has a gay, married son but
also to want to wave the flag proudly in support is
a big deal. Unconditional love and support is the
biggest gift a 2SLBGTQ+ person could ask for. I
was overcome with emotion at his request! Of all
of the wonderful Pride memories I’ve accumulated
over the years—including marching in the parade
and interviewing some incredible spectators from
around the world—my father’s invitation to fly the
Pride flag will be my new favorite memory.
When I arrived to make this memory with
my dad, he slowly raised the flag high into the air,
shouting several times, “Happy Pride, Toronto!”
It felt to me like I imagine others might have felt
witnessing Neil Armstrong planting the American
flag on the moon. It was that boundless. Needless
to say, I was so proud of my
dad for this one giant step
for gay kind. I could also tell
that he was genuinely proud
of the moment as well. It
shows incredible progress between a father and
son—we’ve come a long way—in the simple act of
raising a Pride flag. The act, of course, comes with
tremendous recognition, acceptance, and support.
I hope this photo of a proud dad and his gay
son raising the Pride flag to kick off Pride Month
brings others as much joy as it brought me.
Dad, I am so proud of you for accepting me for
who I am and for welcoming Matthew as part of
the family with you, Kyle, Daniel, and Donna.
Thank you for making unconditional love and
acceptance a priority. You’re an incredible dad.
Love, your proud son!

ICE Decided to Send a
Tweet Recognizing Pride
Month. It Didn’t Go
Great (for ICE)
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their own safety,” the report said. Hopes that she’d
be freed under the new administration have been
dashed. “[T]hose of us still detained have been
forgotten,” Martinez said in the report.
“Once an ICE attorney asked my bisexual
asylum seeker client who was repeatedly gang
raped, assaulted, and forced to watch her partner
—Gabe Ortiz, Daily Kos, 7/17/21 murdered in front of her to ‘prove’ that she was
bisexual,” tweeted Haitian Bridge advocate
Katrina Bleckley. “They literally screamed at
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
her in the courtroom while she was hysterically
(ICE) decided it would be a good idea to send
crying.”
a tweet recognizing LGBTQ Pride Month.
“Reminder: When the pandemic started, ICE
“During #PrideMonth, we recognize our
refused
to release asylum seekers living with
#LGBTQ+ employees, reflect on the trials that
HIV,” Lambda Legal continued. “How do we
their community has endured and rejoice with
know this? Because we, along with @IEquality,
them in the triumphs of those who have bravely
fought—and continue to fight—for full equality,” fought ICE to have them released.” More than two
dozen House Democrats also called on the former
the agency claimed. It did not go well at all
unlawfully appointed Department of Homeland
for ICE, which was bombarded with responses
Security (DHS) secretary to release LGBTQ
from advocates who refused to sweep under
asylum-seekers from ICE detention, telling Chad
the rug ICE’s abuses against detained LGBTQ
Wolf that fear amid the pandemic “is heightened
immigrants.
for LGBTQ individuals who are already
“Remember Roxsana Hernández—the
particularly vulnerable to abuse and mistreatment
trans woman who died in ICE custody after
in immigration detention.”
not receiving proper treatment for her HIV?”
ICE should be abolished, and critics of
asked Lambda Legal. “We do.” BuzzFeed News
that stance love to prop up a dystopian, makereported in 2019 that officials had been very
clearly instructed to preserve surveillance footage believe image of a nation run amok should that
happen. But ICE has only been around since
featuring the final days of Hernández, a 33-year2003. Unfortunately, the Biden administration’s
old transgender asylum-seeker who died in the
first official budget fails to ask for any overall
agency’s custody in May 2018. They wiped
reductions in funding for both ICE and Customs
it anyway, in spite of federal rules stating that
officials are required to preserve such materials in and Border Protection,
another corrupt
case of court litigation.
federal immigration
Karen Hoffman, an attorney who advocates
enforcement agency that
for asylum-seeking children, tweeted a report
has also gotten its kicks
from The Guardian that highlighted the abuses
from abusing children.
that LGBTQ detainees are enduring at this very
Others on Twitter
moment, in particular the case of a transgender
also noticed that
asylum-seeker who has been detained by the
ICE’s tweet allegedly
agency for two years now.
celebrating Pride
Maura Martinez, any asylum-seeker
never mentioned
originally from Nicaragua, was beaten by male
Note found on July 7 in the
anything
about
LGBTQ
mailbox
of a retired lieutenant
detainees under ICE watch in 2019. But instead of
detainees,
just
LGBTQ
colonel in the Army Reserve who
taking action to protect her, she and a second trans
displayed the Pride flag
employees.
detainee were thrown into solitary, “allegedly for
—Daily Kos, 7/6/21

NYC Pride Parade
Organizers Ban the NYPD
from Its Events until 2025
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“Our annual work to ensure a safe, enjoyable
Pride season has been increasingly embraced
by its participants. The idea of officers being
excluded is disheartening and runs counter to
our shared values of inclusion and tolerance,”
Detective Denise Moroney said in a statement.
—Artemis Moshtaghian, Eric Levenson.
“That said, we’ll still be there to ensure traffic
Elizabeth Hartfield, CNN, 5/16/21
safety and good order during this huge, complex
event.”
Organizers of New York City Pride
The Gay Officers Action League, or GOAL,
banned the New York Police Department from
an organization that represents LGBTQIA+
participating in the annual June parade and
NYPD officers, said that the event organizers were
related events and moved to reduce their presence
taking “the low road.”
on scene, saying their appearance threatened
“Heritage of Pride is well aware that the
members of the community.
city would not allow a large scale event to occur
“NYC Pride seeks to create safer spaces for
without police presence. So their response
the LGBTQIA+ and BIPOC communities at a
to activist pressure is to take the low road by
time when violence against marginalized groups,
preventing their fellow community members from
specifically BIPOC and trans communities, has
celebrating their identities and honoring the shared
continued to escalate,” Heritage of Pride, the
legacy of the Stonewall Riots,” GOAL President
nonprofit that plans NYC Pride events, said. . . .
Brian Downey said in a statement on [May 14].
“The sense of safety that law enforcement is
meant to provide can instead be threatening, and
at times dangerous, to those in our community
who are most often targeted with excessive force
and/or without reason. NYC Pride is unwilling to
contribute in any way to creating an atmosphere
of fear or harm for members of the community.”
Event organizers said they no longer require
security and first response from the NYPD and
There are
will instead
consequences when
reallocate
politicians and other
those services
leaders respond to
to “trained
transgender people’s
private security,
search for equality and belonging by basically
community
denying that someone can be transgender at all.
leaders, and
.
.
.
NYPD
officers
ride
their
motorcyTelling America that transgender people do not
volunteers,”
cles at the annual Pride Parade on June
exist amounts to telling very real transgender
the statement
29, 2019, in New York City.
people that they should not exist.
reads. Heritage
And if you are a person in a position of
of Pride said it will use NYPD first response and
responsibility, you need to understand the weight
security “only when absolutely necessary” and
of your words. You need to understand that if you
“as mandated by city officials,” according to the
go around signalling to people that transgender
statement. . . .
youth shouldn’t exist, transgender youth will hear
A spokesperson for the NYPD said the
you, and some of them will believe you, so this is
move to ban the NYPD from the events was
a matter of life and death.
“disheartening.”

Pete Buttigieg Urges
Transgender Visibility
during White House Pride
Event (excerpt)

Corporate Hypocrisy
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found Coke and its affiliated PAC have made
28 donations totaling $9,550 to 23 anti-LGBTQ
legislators.”
During Pride month, observed Tessa Stuart in
• “NBCUniversal—celebrating Pride Month
Rolling Stone, at a time when “more Americans
with oodles of queer content on its platforms and
than ever—76% according to PRRI—favor laws
channels—made 16 donations totaling $24,000 to
that would protect lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
11 anti-LGBTQ legislators.”
transgender Americans from discrimination,”
LZ Granderson of the Los Angeles Times adds
“corporations are tripping over themselves to
to this list:
come out as allies of the LGBT community—even
• “Though Chick-fil-A announced it would
those corporations that are actively standing in the stop donating to some organizations with antiway of legislation that would expand protections
LGBTQ records, CEO Dan Cathy is a major
for the members of that community” (“Companies donor to the National Christian Charitable
Tout Gay Rights During Pride, Give to AntiFoundation, which is involved in anti-LGBTQ
LGBT Politicians,” 6/11/21).
causes” (“Corporate America loves to fly the
Stuart even names names:
rainbow flag, while donating to
The owners of the Stonewall Inn in New York
• “. . . Anheuser-Busch
anti-LGBTQ causes,” Miami
say they will not serve some beers at the famous
professes a commitment
Herald, 6/10/21).
LGBTQ+ bar during Pride weekend—and will
to ‘promoting inclusion
Granderson decries such
ceremonially pour some [Bud Light and Stella
and diversity across our
Artois] down a drain—to protest against manu- hypocrisy: “Instead of using
facturer Anheuser-Busch’s political contributions their money and clout to fight
business and supporting the
to some politicians who have supported ancommunities we stand by
for LGBTQ rights, some of
ti-LGBTQ+ legislation.
whether through impactful
these companies are divvying
—AP, 6/21/21
partnerships or empowering
funds between both sides of the
our teams.’ But the company
battle so that, regardless of outcome, they end up
has made 48 donations totaling $35,350 to 29 anti- on the ‘winning side.’ This is a rationale that only
LGBTQ legislators. . . .”
works if one thinks being on the wrong side of
• AT&T says, “we believe we have a
history is winning” (Ibid.).
moral and business obligation to engage on the
Note: Christian Spencer reports that Burger King has taken
Chick-fil-A to task by “donating 40 cents for every sale of its new
fundamental issues of equality and fairness.”
chicken sandwich, Ch’King, to the Human Rights Campaign”
But, says Stuart, “according to data gathered by
(“Burger King declares war on Chick-fil-A over LGBTQ+ rights
the National Institute on Money in Politics and
and chicken sandwiches,” Changing America, 6/7/21).
compiled by Corporate Accountability Action,
AT&T has made at least 327 donations totaling
$204,350 to 133 anti-LGBTQ legislators.”
• General Motors brags that it was the
Jaime Watt says
“first automaker to run an LGBTQ-specific ad”
Canadians too recognize
but, says Stuart, more recently, it also “made 63
with mild derision how
Daily Kos, 6/7/21
donations totaling $51,000 to 35 anti-LGBTQ
corporations rush “to wrap
legislators, according to Corporate Accountability themselves in the rainbow flag for the month of
Action’s research.”
June,” but Watt considers it “both symbolically
• “The Coca-Cola Company claims to show
and practically important. And despite its
its support for the gay community by doing
faults—it has been decried as virtue signalling, or
everything ‘from supporting LGBTQI pride
worse, ‘pinkwashing’—I will happily take even
parades to running rainbow-colored billboards.’
performative displays of LGTBQ support over the
Meanwhile, Corporate Accountability Action
alternative: deafening silence” (The Star, 6/6/21).

How “Welcoming”
Is Ohio?
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them or using excessive precautions; health care
professionals using harsh or abusive language;
being blamed for their health status; or health care
professionals being physically rough or abusive.
—Eric Foster, Cleveland.com, 7/7/21
That number went up to 63% for respondents
living with HIV. It peaked at 70% for transgender
Ohio is home to an estimated 389,300
respondents.
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
Discrimination against LGBTQ individuals
adults. These individuals face discrimination in
in health care is clearly a problem. But that is
almost every aspect of their lives. Thirty-four
apparently not so in the eyes of the Ohio General
percent of respondents to a 2014 Dayton LGBT
Assembly and Gov. Mike DeWine. Their belief
community survey said they had been denied
is apparent from the addition of the following
an employment opportunity because of their
provision to the Ohio budget bill for 2022-2023:
sexual orientation or gender identity. Twenty-nine
“Notwithstanding any conflicting provision
percent said they had been treated differently at a
of the Revised Code, a medical practitioner,
place of public accommodation.
health care institution, or health care payer has the
Ohio is also home to an estimated 72,300
freedom to decline to perform, participate in, or
LGBT youth. They are stigmatized, as well.
pay for any health care service which violates the
A 2017 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance Survey practitioner’s, institution’s, or payer’s conscience
found that LGB students in Cleveland were more
as informed by the moral, ethical, or religious
than twice as likely to report being bullied at
beliefs or principles held by the practitioner,
school and electronically bullied in the previous
institution, or payer.”
year than heterosexual students. A whopping 73%
You might be wondering what this provision
of respondents to a 2017 GLSEN National School has to do with the LGBTQ community, as it does
Climate Survey of LGBTQ middle and high
not mention the group specifically. I understand
school students said they had experienced verbal
the question. You might have a better idea if this
harassment based on their sexual orientation at
provision was presented in its own separate bill
school.
instead of as part of the budget bill. In that case,
All this stigmatization and discrimination can there would have been multiple public hearings
lead to increased health problems. The research
where proponents of the law could have made
suggests a relationship. Discrimination against
their intentions clearer. Also, opponents of the
LGBT persons has been associated with high rates law could have had an opportunity to present their
of psychiatric disorders, substance abuse, and
case. Instead, we are left to speculate.
suicide.
But here’s what we know: Ohio law does not
Ideally, we would have a health care system
prohibit discrimination in health care based upon
that was responsive to these health disparities
sexual orientation or identity. This law allows a
within the LGBT community. Sadly, we do not.
medical provider to decline to provide health care
We have a system which tends to exacerbate those services where he or she believes doing so would
disparities by further discriminating against LGBT violate his or her moral, ethical, or religious
individuals.
beliefs. Therefore, what this law does is codify
In 2010, Lambda Legal released the results
a method of discrimination against LGBTQ
of a nationwide survey of almost 5,000 LGBT
individuals based upon a medical provider’s
people and persons living with HIV on their
personal beliefs.
health care experiences. Almost 56% of LGB
Gov. DeWine sees this differently. According
respondents had at least one of the following types to him, “People are not going to be discriminated
of discrimination in care: being refused needed
against in regards to medical care.” I am unsure
care; health care professionals refusing to touch
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of which reality the governor lives in. A 2019
to serve persons of other races.
national survey conducted by researchers at the
In the context of the provision of health care
University of Michigan Medical School and
services—where options are already limited—
School of Public Health found that 1 in 5 of all
refusals cause harm to any patient, but they cause
U.S. adults reported that they had experienced
a particularly burdensome harm to LGBTQ
discrimination in the health care system. In other
patients. A 2017 national survey of LGBTQ
words, people of all backgrounds are already
people conducted by the Center for American
being discriminated against in regard to medical
Progress found that 18% of them said it would be
care. The problem is that, in Ohio, LGBTQ
“very difficult” or “not possible” to find the same
individuals, unlike seniors or racial groups or
type of service at a different hospital. That number
religious groups, have no legal protection.
jumps up to 41% for LGBTQ people living
Suppose a pediatrician said his religious
outside of a metropolitan area.
beliefs precluded him from evaluating the children
Gov. DeWine said that he respects medical
of same-sex couples? That would be legal under
providers’ rights to decide whom to treat. But
this law. How about a therapist refusing to counsel what about the rights of LGBTQ persons? Don’t
LGBTQ persons due to his moral beliefs? Legal.
they have a right to adequate health care? Or more
What if a lab worker
specifically, don’t they
Gov.
DeWine
has
insisted
that
this
provision
refused to test the blood
have the right to the
won’t
change
the
standard
of
care
in
Ohio.
“This
of an LGBTQ person for
same health care that
is
not
a
problem,”
he
told
a
local
news
station.
ethical reasons? Legal.
non-LGBTQ persons
“If
there’s
other
things
that
maybe
a
doctor
has
Or perhaps a hospital
get? If the governor
a
problem
with,
it’s
worked
out.
Somebody
else
administrative assistant
had a child who was
does
those
things”—referring
to
a
loosely
written
refusing to schedule the
LGBTQ, wouldn’t
clause that requires that the medical professional,
check-up of an LGBTQ
he want that child to
when possible, “attempt to transfer the patient
person on religious
receive the same health
to a colleague who will provide the requested
grounds? No way.
care that he receives?
procedure,” as long as making that referral doesn’t
They are not “medical
I would think that he
violate their conscience as well.
practitioners.” Sorry, but
would.
—Hannah Murphy, “Ohio Allows Doctors to Deny
under this law, yes, they
I would think
LGBTQ
Health
Care
on
Moral
Grounds,”
are. Legal.
most people would.
Rolling
Stone,
7/7/21
You might be
But the problem is that
thinking, “Why would
too many of us must
anyone want service from someone who doesn’t
be personally affected or be close to someone
want to serve them?” I understand the sentiment.
personally affected by an issue to care about it.
I would rather not have a racist doctor. And if I’m That inability to consider the world from another’s
being honest, I don’t want my wife cooking for
vantage point is a key factor perpetuating many of
me when she’s mad. The food doesn’t taste the
our nation’s greatest flaws. But that’s a column for
same.
another week.
But that’s a question of consumer behavior
In February of this year, Gov. DeWine said,
versus producer behavior. I think we can agree
“Ohio is a welcoming place. I don’t care who
that a business which refuses to serve seniors has
you are, we want you to come to Ohio. It’s a
greater negative impact, both on the economy and progressive state.” Four months later, he signed
the moral fabric of our nation, than an individual
a bill which enshrined into law a method of
consumer who refuses to purchase goods from
discrimination against the approximately 462,000
Black-owned businesses. That is why you can be
LGBTQ persons living in the state.
racist, but you cannot start a business and refuse
Actions speak louder than words, governor.

Title IX Protections
Extend to Transgender
Students,
Education Dept. Says
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agency “to put more flesh on the bones about what
discrimination really means.” . . .
According to a tally by CNN, at least 31
states have introduced bills that would ban
transgender students from playing sports that
correspond with their gender identity. Laws have
been enacted in Arkansas, Mississippi, Montana,
—Katie Rogers, New York Times, 6/16/21 West Virginia, and Tennessee.
“The reality is each case has to be
investigated individually,” Mr. Cardona
The Education Department said on [June
said. Schools, he added, should “not wait for
16] that transgender students were protected
complaints to come to address these issues.”
under Title IX, a law that prohibits sex-based
He likened the announcement to setting down
discrimination in federally funded schools,
a
marker
for schools nationwide, alerting them
reversing a Trump-era policy that effectively had
that the Biden Education Department would not
said the opposite.
tolerate discrimination in schools receiving federal
“We just want to double down on our
funds. . . .
expectations,” Miguel A. Cardona, the education
Experts are skeptical
secretary, said in an
If you are a young person struggling with the that the new interpretation
interview. “Students
news of legislative attacks against trasnsgender
of Title IX will compel
cannot be discriminated
people and need to talk to someone, reach out to
local officials to make
against because of their
the Trevor Lifeline: 1-866-488-7386 The Trevor
sexual orientation or their Project offers accredited life-saving, life-affirming changes, including in
programs and services to LGBTQ youth that create states that bar transgender
gender identity.”
safe, accepting and inclusive environments over
athletes, if they are in
The decision was
the phone, online and through text.
ultimately in compliance
rooted in a Supreme
—Equality Bulletin, 6/25/21 with state laws.
Court ruling last year
“Some schools,
that determined that
especially in the states where there is legislation,
protections in the Civil Rights Act against
will simply ignore what the federal government
discrimination in the workplace extended to gay
and transgender people, and similar interpretations says,” said R. Shep Melnick, a politics professor
of the ruling have appeared in agencies throughout at Boston College and the author of The
Transformation of Title IX: Regulating Gender
President Biden’s government. . . .
Equality in Education. “And then it becomes a
The Department of Housing and Urban
question of whether the federal government wants
Development, the Justice Department, and the
to take enforcement action, which I think they
Department of Health and Human Services
may be somewhat reluctant to do.”
have all issued guidance affirming the rights of
But Mr. Biden—whose wife, Jill Biden, is
transgender Americans, using the court’s ruling as
a teacher—has shown particular willingness to
a template.
engage in Title IX changes. . . .
“I think that the Trump administration really
“We are in the process now of synthesizing
tried to muddy the waters on its way out the door,”
Josh Block, a senior staff attorney at the American that information as we go to the next steps of
actually developing our rules,” Mr. Cardona said
Civil Liberties Union’s L.G.B.T. & H.I.V.
Project, said in an interview. Mr. Block called the on [June 15]. He did not provide a timeline for
when the work would be finished, but he added:
Education Department’s newest announcement
“We are going to move as quickly as possible on
a “very simple and very clear” interpretation
it. We know many folks are waiting.”
of the rule, but said he was still waiting for the

Amid Onslaught
of Anti-Trans Legislation,
a Glimmer of Hope from
a Very Unexpected State
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—Marisa Higgins, Daily Kos, 7/22/21

As Daily Kos has covered for much of
2021, Republicans are attacking trans folks from
all sides, including, disturbingly, trans youth.
We’ve seen a flurry of anti-trans legislation on
the state level that targets trans girls who want to
play and compete in school sports teams. While
some legislation has sizzled out, other measures
to keep trans girls out of sports have actually
already been signed into law. These laws vary
a bit state by state but generally ban trans girls
from participating on the girls’ sports team if it’s
a public school (or a school that competes with
a public school) and ranges from kindergarten
through the university level. No matter how it
varies, though, they all have one big thing in
common: discrimination.
In a glimmer of hope, a federal judge ruled on
Wednesday that West Virginia must temporarily
halt enforcement of a new anti-trans law that bans
trans girls and women from competing in public
school sports. The plaintiff, 11-year-old Becky
Pepper-Jackson, an openly trans athlete who wants
to play track and field, is allowed to try out for the
girls’ team as of now, as reported by CNN.
“I am excited to know that I will be able to
try out for the girls’ cross-country team and follow
in the running shoes of my family,” PepperJackson said in a press release. She added that it
“hurt” that the state would “try to block me from
pursuing my dreams.” Becky’s bravery brings to
mind another openly trans young person, 10-yearold Kai Shappley, who bravely spoke at the Texas
Senate Committee on State Affairs. Both girls
are inspirations—and they also both shouldn’t
have to worry about what adults are doing. And
they especially shouldn’t have to be exposed to
hate, exclusion, and discrimination when they’re
literally trying to enjoy their childhoods.

U.S. Circuit Judge Joseph R. Goodwin
halted enforcement of the law, which was signed
by Republican Gov. Jim Justice in April, by
issuing a temporary injunction, which is why
Pepper-Jackson will be allowed to try out for
and participate in the girls’ team at least as
long as the case is ongoing in the legal system.
Goodwin wrote in part, “Forcing a girl to
compete on the boys’ team when there is a girls’
team available would cause her unnecessary
distress and stigma.”
“I have been provided scant evidence that
this law addresses any problem at all,” Goodwin
wrote in part in his 15-page order. “Let alone
an important problem.” He added that “When
the government distinguishes between different
groups of people, those distinctions must be
supported by compelling reasons.”
Goodwin also brought up the point that
allowing Pepper-Jackson to participate on the
girls’ team was not taking an opportunity from
any other girl, including cisgender girls. PepperJackson, he wrote, “is the only transgender
student at her school interested in schoolsponsored athletics. Therefore, I cannot find that
permitting B.P.J. to participate on the girls’ cross
country and track teams would significantly, if at
all, prevent other girls from participating.” . . .
Lambda Legal, the American Civil
Liberties Union, and Cooley LLP filed the
lawsuit challenging the anti-trans ban on behalf
of Pepper-Jackson. The suit was filed against
the Harrison County Board of Education
and Harrison County Superintendent Dora
Stutler, as well as the West Virginia Secondary
School Activities Commission, state schools
Superintendent Clayton Burch, and, lastly, the
state Board of Education.
“It is our hope that courts recognize and
address discrimination when they see it,”
Avatara Smith-Carrington of Lambda Legal said
in a statement. “And nowhere is it more visible
than in these stark attacks against trans youth.”
As of now, Montana, Florida, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Alabama, and Mississippi have signed
anti-trans sports bills into law this year alone.

Supreme Court Backs
Catholic Agency
in Case on Gay Rights
and Foster Care
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of briefing and after more than a half-year of
postargument cogitation, the court has emitted a
wisp of a decision that leaves religious liberty in
a confused and vulnerable state,” Justice Samuel
A. Alito, Jr. wrote, joined by Justices Clarence
Thomas and Neil M. Gorsuch. “Those who count
on this court to stand up for the First Amendment
—New York Times, 6/18/21 have every right to be disappointed—as am I.”
The court’s three-member liberal wing—
Justices Stephen G. Breyer, Sonia Sotomayor
The Supreme Court ruled unanimously on
and Elena Kagan—joined the majority opinion,
[June 17] that a Catholic social services agency
in Philadelphia could defy city rules and refuse to which was a surprise and may have been part of
work with same-sex couples who apply to take in an effort to avoid a broader ruling that might have
allowed religious objections to override all sorts
foster children.
of government policies and programs.
The decision, in the latest clash between
The court’s newest members, Justices Brett
antidiscrimination principles and claims of
M. Kavanaugh and Amy Coney Barrett, both
conscience, was a setback for gay rights and
appointed by President Donald J. Trump, also
further evidence that religious groups almost
joined the majority opinion, writing separately
always prevail in the current court.
to explain their reluctance to move too fast in
The court’s surprising consensus on a case
addressing the larger constitutional issues.
that pitted gay rights against religious rights
masked deep divisions, with the
[Response by Equality Bulletin
three most conservative justices
of
June
18:
issuing caustic concurring
• The Fulton case did
opinions criticizing the decision as
not create a broad license to
excessively timid and so narrow as
discriminate against LGBTQ+
to be meaningless.
people. In fact, the decision
Chief Justice John G. Roberts
upholds current nondiscrimination
Jr., writing for six members of the
ordinances. There are 30+ such ordinances across
court, focused narrowly on the terms of the city’s
Ohio, and many more across the nation that will
contract with foster care agencies, which forbids
not be impacted by this decision.
discrimination based on, among other things,
• Over 70% of Ohioans support
sexual orientation. But the contract allows city
implementing
statewide nondiscrimination laws,
officials to make exceptions, he wrote, and that
including many people of faith.
doomed the requirement that the Catholic agency
• This decision does not force foster agencies
must screen same-sex couples.
“The creation of a system of exceptions under to stop serving all families.
• ⅓ of children in the foster care system are
the contract undermines the city’s contention
LGBTQ+ identified, and they do not get a choice
that its nondiscrimination policies can brook no
in what agency finds them a forever home.
departures,” he wrote in the opinion, which was
What the Fulton case shines light on is how
brisk and a little cryptic, suggesting it was the
product of extended deliberation and compromise. crucial it is that LGBTQ+ parents-to-be keep
fostering and adopting through the many agencies
...
that will accept them. Moreover, it shines a light
The three most conservative justices cast the
on how crucial it is to pass the Ohio Fairness Act
decision as a missed opportunity.
and the Equality Act now.]
“After receiving more than 2,500 pages
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violate another person’s rights by preventing
THEM from indulging in it. You cannot claim
religious discrimination if a member of your
community refuses to perform a key function
—LimeyExpatDave, Daily Kos, 6/19/21 of their job on religious grounds and loses
their position. It was your member’s choice to
The guarantee of your freedom to practice
accept, or remain in, a position that required
your faith is one of the most precious things
them to perform this function, even knowing it
guaranteed to you in America. Unfortunately
was contrary to their beliefs. Their employer is
many of you seem to be unaware of some of the
entitled to terminate their employment if they are
implications of this freedom or of the fact that it is refusing to do their job, provided all reasonable
equally guaranteed to others. Similarly you seem
accommodations have been offered. For example:
to have a bit of blind spot when it comes to what
A patient presenting a legal prescription to
this guarantee prohibits you from doing. Let me
a pharmacist has a right to have it promptly
help you out a bit.
filled and the professional standards applicable
First the basics. You do faith, you don’t do
to pharmacists require that they do so. Some
politics. This is important. This is the price you
pharmacies will allow a staff member to refer a
pay for not having laws elevating another faith
prescription they object to on moral or religious
over yours or preventing you from worshipping
grounds to another staff member and this is fine—
the way you choose. This is why houses of
provided that other staff member is immediately
worship aren’t taxed as businesses, this is why
available. If they are not, that prescription must
you aren’t classed as lobbyists and regulated
nonetheless be filled. Any other course says that
accordingly.
one person’s religious rights are more valuable
You CAN say “We approve of X” or “We
than another’s, violating the very principle of
disapprove of X” on religious grounds. You will
religious freedom. It would also potentially be
not always be agreed with. You CANNOT stop
a violation of terms of employment or even
others from saying they think you’re wrong, just
professional standards. You would not have a
as they can’t stop you saying you think they are.
valid claim that your member was discriminated
You can say it freely from your pulpits or from
against on religious grounds were they to lose
any other platform provided by or to your church. their position or their professional license.
You can’t MAKE anyone else permit you to say
This is doubly true for government officials
it on their platform any more than they can insist
and for elected representatives. You may make
on coming into your church and promoting their
pronouncements on their personal conduct but
contrary views to your congregation.
you cannot interfere with their serving ALL
We all understand that one of the pillars
the people, including those not of your faith.
of any community of faith is a moral and
A representative may be personally a member
ethical code of conduct. Your right, as the
of your community and in broad agreement
spiritual leaders of your community, to make
with your religious views. If they violate those
determinations on what personal conduct is
principles in their private life, by all means
considered virtuous or sinful is unchallenged.
have at them all you wish. Their votes on any
The only limitations are imposed by the human
legislation, however, must be guided by the will
rights of your congregants and the rights of those of their constituents, not by you. You have no
outside your community.
authority over those constituents not of your
What this means is that you CAN prohibit
faith and therefore no authority over how a
your members from certain behaviour. Your
member of your faith represents them. Should you
prohibition on the behaviour does not grant your
nonetheless attempt to exert your moral authority
congregation immunity from penalty if they
in this arena you will have ceased to act as a

Freedom of Religion:
A Primer for Churches

church and will be acting as a political entity. This
can potentially jeopardise your protected status
since you will have entered the secular domain
and would now be potentially subject to its rules
rather than the more permissive ones under which
you currently operate.
The moment you expect your religious
pronouncements to govern those not of your faith,
either directly or indirectly, you may be certain
that you have trespassed on grounds that are not
protected by your free exercise of religion.
The very principles that prevent the laws
from restricting your practice of religion also
prevent your religion from restricting the
operation of the law.
I trust things are now clearer for you, and you
can proceed to further your ministry with a clearer
understanding of how your religious freedoms,
and those of others, are protected in America.

Democratic Governor

Uses Executive Order
to Sidestep Republican Lawmakers
and Protect LGBTQ Youth
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in the state. For that to happen, lawmakers would
have to ban it via legislation, which Republicans
in the state senate keep preventing. But it’s a step
in the right direction.
So, what does the order actually accomplish?
It’s basically a smartly placed stepping stone.
According to openly gay senator Scott Dibble,
who supports a statewide ban of the practice, the
order directs agencies in the state to use licensing
authorities and insurance reimbursement to have
“the effect of barring access” to the practice. For
example, this means that state health plans and
insurance companies won’t cover the practice
in the state. The state, basically, won’t fund the
practice. . . .

Florida Governor
Vetoes Funds for Pulse Survivors
10 Days before Anniversary
of Massacre
—Marissa Higgins, Daily Kos, 6/4/21

If anyone knows how to harm and disappoint
the LGBTQ community during Pride Month,
—Marissa Higgins, Daily Kos, 7/16/21 it’s Republicans in power. As Daily Kos recently
covered, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis recently
On [July 15], Democratic Gov. Tim Walz
signed an anti-trans bill into law to stop trans girls
of Minnesota signed an executive order hoping
from participating in girls’ sports teams, following
to protect LGBTQ+ youth in the state from
the lead of a handful of other GOP-controlled
dangerous, archaic “conversion therapy,” as
states. On Wednesday, DeSantis made a stunning
reported by NPR. As a quick review, conversion
number of budget cuts to programs meant to serve
therapy is not therapy, and, in fact, has been
the LGBTQ community in the state, including one
solidly rejected by The American Medical
that offers counseling support to survivors of the
Association and The American Academy of
Pulse massacre of 2016, a shooting that left 49
Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, among other
people dead.
organizations. Conversion therapy aims to change
Those funds totaled a cool $900,000. . . .
one’s sexual orientation or gender identity,
$150,000 was directed to an LGBTQ resource
and studies have traced correlations between
center in Orlando, called the Orlando United
the practice and long-term mental health and
Assistance Center at the LGBT+ Center Orlando.
addiction struggles.
Part of that $150,000 would have gone toward
Somehow, this widely debunked practice has mental health services for survivors of the Pulse
not yet been banned everywhere in the United
massacre as well as [affected] family members.
States, not even for minors. The executive order,
The Zebra Coalition, a youth housing project,
unfortunately, is not actually a ban of the practice would have received $750,000 in funding. . . .

“Keep Dancing, Orlando”:
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been able to go back to nightclubs and finds
support from other survivors.
“It wasn’t my time. It wasn’t that day,” he
Five Years Later, Pulse Nightclub
said. “We have that motto here that says, ‘Keep
Shooting Survivors
dancing Orlando,’ because if you don’t, they win,
Seek to Embody Strength
the terrorists win.”
The celebrations for Pride Month, which
of LGBTQ Community
—Christal Hayes, USA Today, 6/12/21 in Orlando is celebrated as Gay Days, are an
important reminder, he says, that the LGBTQ
community carries on more strong than ever. . . .
It’s been five years since the country woke
up to the news 49 people were gunned down in a
[Christine] Leinonen [whose son Christopher
gay nightclub in Orlando, Florida—an attack that
ripped away the innocence of a community known “Drew” was killed in the massacre] said she was
always supportive of her son being gay but never
for family vacations to Disney World and . . .
leaving the LGBTQ community on edge during a played an activist role, something she regrets now.
She noted the years since his death have helped
month of Pride celebrations. . . .
further the country’s understanding of the gay
It was Latin Night at the club. Reggaeton
community.
blared. Clubgoers smiled and danced. Then came
“I didn’t realize how many kids were out
the pops that everyone thought [were] part of
there who didn’t have supportive communities.
the music. Some attempted to escape the packed
They didn’t have supportive parents or
dance floor as bullets started to pour from the
grandparents or family or friends. So that’s why
gunman’s rifle. Others didn’t have time to react.
they need pride,” she said. “After Christopher
Amid the trauma, years of recovery and new
died, my eyes were just opened. I realize now
paths set by survivors and family members of
those lost came a sense of community that brought how important Gay Days and Gay Pride and all
these parades are,” she said. “It isn’t just a fun
the Orlando community together. And for some,
the devastating anniversary converging with Pride celebration. It’s stating a message.”
Month serves as a mission and reminder of the
need to continue pushing forward, not only for
themselves but for the larger LGBTQ community.
[A Survivor:] Orlando Torres still doesn’t feel
safe in a public restroom.
He gets flashbacks to the black stalls that
surrounded him that night, the gunshots, screams
and the hours he was held hostage as the gunman
called authorities, making clear his allegiance was
to the ISIS terror group and threatening he had
explosives. It took hours before Orlando Police
officers were able to break through a concrete
wall in the building, forcing a shootout between
officers and the gunman.
Torres made it out through the breach after
the gunman was killed.
Torres said fears that followed after the
shooting didn’t prevent him from living. He’s

The Message
of Pride Month

—Wikipedia

Gay pride or LGBT pride is the
promotion of the self-affirmation, dignity,
equality, and increased visibility of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender people as a
social group. Pride, as opposed to shame and
social stigma, is the predominant outlook
that bolsters most LGBT rights movements.

ACLU
Comes to Our Defense
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The Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP) works to
guarantee that all people are free to self-determine their gender identity and expression,
regardless of income or race, and without
—email 7/2/21
facing harassment, discrimination, or violence.
https://srlp.org/
First, we’re Trans Lifeline is a grassroots hotline and microsuing the state
grants organization offering direct emotional
of Georgia,
and financial support to trans people in crisis asserting that its
for the trans community, by the trans commuban on gender-affirming surgeries is a violation
nity. https://www.translifeline.org/
of the U.S. Constitution, the Affordable Care
TGI Justice Project (TGIJP) is creating a united
Act, and the Medicaid Act. We and the ACLU of
family in the struggle for survival and freedom
Georgia filed this lawsuit on behalf of our clients
and working to challenge and end the human
Shon and Gwendolyn, two Black trans women
rights abuses committed against transgender,
who have been denied access to gender-affirming
gender variant, and intersex people, particucare under Georgia Medicaid. Georgia is one of 10
larly against transgender women of color, in
states that bans transgender adults from receiving
prisons, jails, and detention centers. http://
gender-affirming care under Medicaid.
www.tgijp.org/
Second, we’re challenging a state law in
Transgender Law Center (TLC) is the largest
Tennessee, which forces business owners who
national trans-led organization advocating
have [required] trans-inclusive restrooms to
self-determination for all people. Grounded in
post this stigmatizing government-prescribed
legal expertise and committed to racial justice,
warning sign: “Notice: This facility maintains a
TLC employs a variety of community-driven
policy of allowing the use of restrooms by either
strategies to keep transgender and gender nonbiological sex, regardless of the designation on the
conforming people alive, thriving, and fighting
restroom.” This law is not only harmful to trans
for liberation. http://transgenderlawcenter.org
people who are already subjected to violence and
The Audre Lorde Project is a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexharassment in restrooms—it’s a violation of the
ual, Two Spirit, Trans and Gender Non ConFirst Amendment. That’s why the ACLU, along
forming People of Color center for community
with the ACLU of Tennessee, has filed this lawsuit
organizing. Through mobilization, education
in federal court on behalf of two business owners,
and capacity-building, we work for communiKye Sayers and Bob Bernstein, to block it.
ty wellness and progressive social and economic justice. https://alp.org

Organizations Working
for the Rights, Safety, and
Dignity of Trans People

—actblue.com

Why California Banned
State-Funded Travel to
Florida and Elsewhere

—Jill Cowan, New York Times, 6/29/21
Familia: Trans Queer Liberation Movement works
at local and national levels to achieve the
California will ban state-funded travel to
collective liberation of trans, queer, and gender
nonconforming Latinxs through building com- Arkansas, Florida, Montana, North Dakota, and
West Virginia in response to anti-L.G.B.T.Q.
munity, organizing, advocacy, and education.
legislation in those places, officials announced on
https://familiatqlm.org/

Monday.
“There has been a coordinated attack on
fundamental civil rights,” Rob Bonta, California’s
attorney general, said at a news conference. “It’s
about aligning our dollars with our values.”
There are now 17 states under California’s
ban, including Texas, Tennessee, and North and
South Carolina.
The law, approved by the State Legislature
in 2016, requires California to add states to the
list if they enact laws that discriminate against
or remove protections for people on the basis of
sex, gender identity, or sexual orientation. It was
enacted amid a backlash against states where
lawmakers were trying to pass “bathroom bills” to
prevent transgender people from using restrooms
that aligned with their gender identity. . . .
Evan Low, a California lawmaker who wrote
the ban, said it was meant to keep state workers
safe and out of situations where they might be
discriminated against. . . .

New Curriculum
Standards in North
Carolina Schools
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—From article by Mackenzie Stasko, WECT News,
7/9/21

direction, topics, and examples on how teachers
can implement the standards.
“One thing that’s nice is that the standards
are more thematic, so as we’re making decisions
where to spend more time or where to spend less
time,” said Lauren Casteen, who teaches high
school American History and World History at
Durham Public Schools. “Rather than it being a
checklist of facts and things and people and places
and ideas, there are broad topics for teachers to
focus on.”
Teachers like Casteen will have the power to
pick and choose which topics to include in their
lessons.
“The standards are things I have to hit at
some point over the course of whatever the
class is,” Casteen said about DPS’ decision to
implement the standards. “But I get to decide the
route that we take to get there.”
She added, “For me personally, I’ll still be
talking about systemic discrimination and gender
identity in my classes because it still fits under the
umbrella of discrimination and identity.” . . .

Inclusive Sex Ed:
A Largely Unmet Need

—from article by Elinor Aspegren, USA Today,
6/18/21

With more Americans than ever coming out
North Carolina students in grades 6-12 could as LGBTQ, the need for inclusive sex education
soon learn about the LGBTQ Movement, mental
is more pressing than ever—but few students
health reform, and voter suppression in their social [viz. 8.2%] are getting it. . . . according to “A Call
studies classes.
to Action: LGBTQ Youth Need inclusive Sex
Those are a few of the topics included in a
Education,” published in May by several LGBTQ
set of “unpacking documents” the N.C. Board
health and policy organizations.
of Education voted 6-5 to approve on [July 1] to
“Far too many LGBTQ youth are attending
support the state’s new social studies standards.
schools that lack inclusive policies and sitting in
Some of the updated standards focus
classrooms where their teachers and textbooks
on teaching public school students about
significantly fail to address their identities,
racism, xenophobia, nativism, extremism, and
community, and experiences. Nowhere is
marginalized groups.
this absence more clear, and potentially more
It’s up to each school district to decide how
damaging, than in sex education,” says the report,
the standards will be added to the curriculum.
citing a number of other analyses.
The documents approved by the board provide
Only a fraction of the 50 states—18—require
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sex education to be medically accurate, and
just seven states and the District of Columbia
require sex education to be LGBTQ+ inclusive,
according to the report, an absence causing drastic
consequences.
“We know non-inclusive sex education can
cause significant harm to young queer and trans
folks, particularly LGBTQ youth of color,” said
Preston Mitchum, policy director for Unite for
Reproduction and Gender Equity, one of the
report’s authors.
“. . . [S]eeing themselves included in the
curriculum, they are more engaged in their
education, and they thrive more, they’re more
connected to school, and they often do better in
school,” he said. But “when you don’t see yourself
being reflected in the education that you receive
and in the information that you learn,” . . . that
can cause negative mental and physical health
outcomes. . . . [A] lack of identity reflection in
school curriculum can lead to a cultivation of
hostile school environments by ignoring identities
and experiences—making LGBTQ students less
likely to feel comfortable speaking with their
teachers about LGBTQ issues, less likely to feel
safe at school, and face greater rates of antiLGBTQ harassment, according to the report.
A lack of inclusive education can also lead to
youth isolation and an absence of trusted adults,
leading LGBTQ youth to be much more likely to
seek health information online around sexuality,
health, and STIs, information which can be
medically inaccurate and inappropriate.
For many students, part of inclusive sex
education is learning what’s applicable to their
own life, [Joseph] Kosciw [GLSEN research
director] says. If sex education is not inclusive,
health risk is much greater. “The more that
they’re not learning what they can do to protect
themselves, [the more] they’re not taking
appropriate actions around pregnancy and HIV
risk,” he said.
And nearly one-quarter of LGBTQ youth
were not taught about HIV/AIDS in school,
compared to 18% of non-LGBTQ youth,
according to the report, citing a 2019 analysis by

the HRC Foundation.
The result, the report finds: Nearly seven in
10 new HIV diagnoses from 2018 were gay and
bisexual men. And an overwhelming majority
of new HIV transmissions among youth ages
13-24 occur among gay and bisexual men and
transgender straight women. . . .
Mitchum says that though sex education is
stigmatized especially for LGBTQ youth, the
stigma exists for all students.
“When you think about the environment that
the United States and other parts of the world
have created around stigmatizing sex . . . we are
a culture that has sex, but don’t talk about it,”
Mitchum said. . . .
For parents, educators, and policymakers
to integrate a more inclusive sexual education
curriculum, the report details several measures
that every group can take. Among them, Mitchum
said, are calls for policymakers to “talk about
the need for inclusive or comprehensive sex ed,”
especially sex ed that is inclusive of all gender
identities.

The Republican Plot to
Ban LGBTQ History in
Public Schools

—Gabriel Arana,TNR, 6/28/21

This Pride month, as revelers hit the streets
to celebrate LGBTQ history, Republican state
legislatures are hard at work trying to erase it. And
it’s not just epochal events like the Stonewall riots,
or towering figures like Harvey Milk, that could
be wiped from classroom instruction. In public
schools in Tennessee, Arkansas, and Montana,
it may soon become illegal even to mention
Bayard Rustin, the openly gay co-organizer of the
1963 March on Washington, or educate kids about
the AIDS crisis.
In May, Tennessee became the first state to
pass what queer-rights advocates have branded
as “Don’t Say Gay” laws, which either forbid
the teaching of LGBTQ history in K-12 schools
outright or allow parents to choose whether their
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step toward inclusion and fairness.
In New Jersey, there are now laws to address
sexual orientation and schooling. There are also
requirements to provide information on diversity
and inclusion, including gender and sexual
orientation. While the law requires LGBTQ
inclusive curriculum, administration and oversight
[are] at the discretion of the individual school
districts to determine how it is implemented.
The law has provisions for instruction for all
of the state’s high school students that explains
“the political, economic, and social contributions
of people with disabilities and lesbians, gays,
bisexuals, and transgender people.” This is
intended to reduce the bullying suffered by
LGBTQ students and those with LGBTQ parents
in schools.
By [learning] about lesbian, gay, transgender,
and bisexual communities in schools, students
will feel more connected, which will help their
mental health and ability to learn, Kathryn Dixon,
Northern New Jersey policy coordinator for
GLSEN, told the New Jersey Star-Ledger in an
interview in 2019 after the law was signed by
Democratic Governor Phil Murphy. “It fosters
respect and connectivity and develops a culture
and climate where everyone feels safe,” she said.
The lessons shouldn’t be confined to the
history of the gay rights movement, Dixon added.
Rather, schools should also include everyday
examples of LGBT individuals and families across
subjects. . . .
The Republican nominee in the gubernatorial
race in New Jersey, former state Assemblyman
Jack Ciattarelli, has vowed to roll back LGBTQ+
inclusive curriculum in the Garden State’s primary
and secondary public schools. In a video at a
campaign appearance last month, Ciattarelli is
heard telling the crowd gathered at the Tactical
Training Center gun store in Flemington, “I feel
—Based on Brody Levesque, “NJ candidate Vows
lucky [our kids] are about 20 years old and I don’t
Rollback,” Los Angeles Blade, 7/13/21 have to deal with what you’re dealing with right
now. When I’m governor you won’t have to deal
. . . New Jersey in 2019 became the second
with it . . . we don’t teach gender ID and sexual
state in the nation after California to adopt a law
orientation to kindergartens. In the sixth grade we
that requires schools to teach about LGBTQ
don’t teach sodomy. And we’re going to push back
history in a move hailed by civil rights groups as a on the LGBTQ curriculum. It goes too far.”
children participate in lessons that include it.
Within days, Montana followed suit. Yet another
bill in Arkansas awaits the signature of the state’s
Republican governor. Similar bills have been
considered in West Virginia, Iowa, and Missouri,
and even more proposals are percolating through
red-state legislatures.
Akin to bans on the teaching of critical race
theory, these laws seek to preserve the myth that
the story of America is one of inexorable progress
and unblemished virtue, that we stand exceptional
among nations as the gleaming embodiment of
democracy; they also imply that a great number of
us don’t matter. In particular, legislation forbidding
the teaching of queer history aims to ossify what
remains of society’s moral disapproval of LGBTQ
people and endangers queer youth susceptible to
suicide.
[Parents in many states are informed ahead of
time of planned presentations or instructional units
concerning sexuality and gender identity so their
children can be included or excluded. If parents
ignore the invitation, their children are included by
default in states with “opt-out” rules but excluded
by default in those with “opt-in” rules, which
consequently approximate blanket bans. Both
systems send a clear message that these topics
are unusual, optional, and potentially dangerous.
Additionally, the “Don’t Say Gay” rules about sex
education are so vague as to leave in doubt whether
the sex or marital status of historical figures may
be mentioned in the classroom although we may
be sure that the rules would be enforced only in
the case of mentioning the facts most crucial to
making LGBT students feel included.—Editor]

New Jersey’s Advances
Threatened
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Raiders Carl Nassib Comes Out, an NFL First

who long for greater visibility and support in
—New York Times, 6/22/21] their fight against homophobia and sexism and
to celebrate the joys of lesbian life. The activists
The Raiders’ defensive lineman
Ana Maria Simo, Sarah Schulman, Maxine Wolfe,
came out in a statement posted to his
Instagram account on [6/21], becoming Anne-christine d’Adesky, Anne Maguire, and
Marie Honan had these precise aims in mind when
the first active player in the league to publicly
they formed the Lesbian Avengers, who exploded
identify as gay.
onto the New York scene in 1992 with their
Nashville Predators Luke Prokop Comes Out entertaining and eye-catching demonstrations.
At its peak, the group expanded to include 60
— PFLAG Policy Matters, 7/23/21
chapters on three continents before officially
Nashville Predators defenseman,
dissolving in 1997. In honor of New York City’s
Luke Prokop, came out on social media
Dyke March on June 26, the Cut spoke to some of
to fans publicly saying he is gay and
the Avengers who helped the direct-action group
wants to be able to be himself as he follows his
expand into an international movement.
dreams of playing in the NHL. Prokop is the first
active NHL player under contract to announce he
is gay.

George Leonard Baxt

An Oral History of the
Lesbian Avengers,

—Wikipedia

In 1966 he published A Queer
Kind of Death, his first novel, which
was met with considerable acclaim,
not least for his creation of gay
The Fire-Breathing Activists behind black detective Pharaoh Love. The
influential New York Times critic
the Annual Dyke March
Anthony Boucher said in his review
Are My Queer Heroes
that, “This is a detective story, and unlike any
—Cassidy George, The Cut, 6/25/21
other that you have read. No brief review can
attempt to convey its quality. I merely note that it
When I called
deals with a Manhattan subculture wholly devoid
queer historian
of ethics or morality, that staid readers may well
Lillian Fadermann
find it “shocking,” that it is beautifully plotted and
to discuss the legacy
written with elegance and wit . . . and that you
of the Lesbian
must under no circumstances miss it.” A critical
Avengers—the ’90s activist group that founded
analysis of the book can be found in The Lost
the Dyke March—she
Library: Gay Fiction
“The triumphs of the Black, women, and
opened with, “I think it’s
Rediscovered. Love
gay liberation movements are three of the most
important to remember
would be the central
that lesbians used to get uplifting stories about American democracy of
figure in two immediate
the last 50 years,” said Charles Kaiser, author of
lost in the gay-rights
The Gay Metropolis, a preeminent account of gay sequels Swing Low
movement then, and I
Sweet Harriet (1967)
life in America. “The idea that ignorant people
think they can still get
now think the most important thing they can do is and Topsy and Evil
lost in the LGTBQ+
suppress stories that tell you the best things about (1968) and also two later
movement today.” For
novels, A Queer Kind
America is just repellent on every level.
the past 28 years, the
of Love (1994) and A
—from Gabriel Arana, “The Republican
Dyke March has been
Queer Kind of Umbrella
Plot to Ban LGBTQ History in Public Schools,”
a meaningful point of
(1995).
TNR, 6/28/21
congregation for lesbians

The Queer Bible
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The new product will go on sale at the
beginning of June to mark Pride Month. . . .
—Pocket Worthy, getpocket.com
The company has had a busy year. Sales
surged during summer 2020, as more people
“We stand on the
began spending time at home due to the pandemic
shoulders of giants.
and sought out toys. Lego’s operating profit rose
It’s time to learn their
11% to $622 million as a result.
names.” So goes the
The “Everyone Is Awesome” set comes as
mission statement of
the wider toy industry takes steps to make iconic
The Queer Bible, the
children’s products more inclusive.
website-turned-book
In 2020 Mattel, the company behind Barbie
created by model/
dolls, unveiled a range which included a doll with
columnist/activist Jack
no hair and one with the skin condition vitiligo.
Guinness.
Mattel also produced a separate doll line in 2019
Think of it as a
called “Creatable World,” which featured gendercoffee table book that
inclusive toys.
could also be taught
in schools. A guide to
queer culture and history that invites readers to
learn about LGBTQ+ heroes from Susan Sontag
to RuPaul, Billie Jean King to George Michael.
And with Guinness at the helm, recruiting
contributors from Elton John to Tan France, it’s a
—Wired, 6/22/21
true joy to read through and learn from.
In the second episode of Disney+’s latest
Marvel series, Loki, the title character, pulls off
his most illustrious trick yet: meeting himself. . . .
Loki traces another version, or “variant,” of the
God of Mischief to a shopping center in middle
America. The goal is to rid the universe of this
—CNN.com, 5/20/21 alternate trickster, and after encounters with three
people whom this other Loki has embodied, our
antihero comes face to face with this new variant’s
Lego fans
can build castles, main form. She removes her hood, revealing
jungles, and entire blonde hair, horns, and the green suit Loki has
worn in multiple Marvel Cinematic Universe
town centers
films. He then follows her into a portal, and the
with the right set
credits roll.
of bricks. But
Yes, her. . . .
from June, the company will launch a brand new
“Our show
product—its first ever LGBTQ-themed set, named
is
really
about
“Everyone Is Awesome.”
identity,” says
The 346-piece set contains 11 figures, each
director Kate
with an assigned rainbow color.
Herron. “We’re
Lego said Thursday that the model was
really digging in to what makes Loki tick.
inspired by the classic rainbow flag, an enduring
Acknowledging that Loki is gender-fluid was very
symbol of solidarity for the LGBTQ community.

Loki Has Always Been
Marvel’s Most Queer
Character

Lego Unveils First
LGBTQ Set ahead of
Pride Month

important to me.”
. . . [I]n the Marvel movies to date—the
Thor films, the Avengers titles—there has always
been something unavoidably queer about his
presence. . . . Loki is someone whose talents and
pursuits were always out of sync with what the
world wanted him to be. When he transforms
his look or demeanor to escape a precarious
situation—something queer folks have been
doing for centuries—it’s called a trick. But it’s
really a tool of endurance. . . . “For queer people,
growing up knowing that others expect and
assume you are straight, and having to negotiate
that expectation in order to survive, or in order
to make your way in the world, we all become
tricksters,” says Anthony Michael D’Agostino, a
professor at Fordham University who has studied
queer identities in comics. “Loki being queer is
almost beside the point. Queer people are going
to identify with him no matter who he’s fucking,
because of the way he negotiates the world.” It’s
a parasocial relationship, in other words, based on
a shared sense of alienation.. . .
So does it matter that Loki’s a villain? That
the one queerish main character in the MCU also
happens to be one of its nastier figures, invested
mainly in subjugating the Nine Realms and
double/triple-crossing his allies? It’s complicated.
Disney has a weird history of being accused
of “queer coding” its villains—giving them
stereotypically gay characteristics, albeit subtly.
Ursula’s a drag queen; Jafar (the animated one)
lives between menace and camp. What this does,
some say, is equate queerness with villainy. To
be gay is, inherently, to be evil. Not the case
for Loki, Gillen says. “The problem with the
queering of villains is that they are demonized
because they’re queer,” Gillen notes. “The more
you move the queerness to an aspect of the
character which is entirely separate from their
nefariousness, it’s fine. Good representation is
about showing any group in its full humanity.”
Loki, unlike Ursula or Jafar, has appeared in six
movies and now a TV show. He’s proven himself
multifaceted, not just a one-note caricature. . . .
[T]he show could benefit from bringing
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some of the God of Mischief’s ideas about
sexuality and identity to audiences. Loki’s whole
deal is that he (or she) is ever-changing; not a man
or a woman, or gay or straight—the only labels
Loki has are the ones given by simple mortals.
And, as D’Agostino notes, one of the nagging
issues of representation in media is that it reduces
characters, and the audience, into the boxes in
which they fit. The whole point of fantastical
fiction, Gillen adds, is that not everything is a
one-to-one comparison with real life but rather a
new way to think about the ways people define
themselves.
. . . Much like anyone else, [Loki]’s always
evolving; he just has far different tools to do
so—and doesn’t bother with the rigid ideas of
identity mere mortals do. Queers have always
sought to break down ideas of sexuality and
gender, but truly queering the world means living
on a timeline where deeds matter—not how the
world perceives you when they’re done. This,
perhaps, will be Loki’s legacy. “It’s not just going
to be about gender; it’s not just going to be about
sexuality,” says D’Agostino. “It’s going to be
about the way that he solves problems, about
being uncertain about what’s good or evil, about
being in a world that refuses to believe that you
are good.” Now, that would be the greatest trick
he ever pulled.

[The first mention of F. Scott Fitzgerald in print occurred] in 1916, [when] Princeton admitted only men,
and they would often play women’s roles in campus
plays. The Times featured a photo of Fitzgerald in character, calling him “the most beautiful showgirl.”

